
HOW TO MAKE A BUSINESS PLAN FOR THE BANK

Not sure how to create a business plan to get a bank loan? Here's how to simplify the planning process by breaking the
work into smaller chunks.

If the appendix is long, you may want to consider adding a table of contents at the beginning of this section.
The best way to improve your chances of obtaining a loan is to prepare a written loan proposal or business
plan. Another vital financial document that lenders give a lot of attention is the cash flow statement and this
should be a part of your business plan. Tangible objects you own that can be converted to cash. Loan Request.
How to write a business plan How to write a business plan Putting together a business plan will make you
outline your business goals, get clear on your customers and products, sales forecasts and cost estimates and
consider the true profitability of your business. Accuracy is key, so carefully analyze your past financial
statements before giving projections. Allows you to measure your progress as you go along. Here are just
seven: A Business Plan: Provides a structured way of organising your thoughts and clarifying your idea. Plan
to work at home? It contains important information including its registered name, address of any physical
locations, names of key people in the business, history of the company, nature of the business and more details
about products or services that it offers or will offer. Sales strategy How are you going to sell your product?
Strategies, Mission, Objectives and Milestones: Marketing Strategies, Advertising and Promotion; Sales
forecast and cost of sales; Distribution, Plans for Growth â€” Define your milestones with dates, budgets and
specific responsibilities. Be as clear and concise as possible and avoid waffle. Other Items if applicable Lease
or copies of proposal Franchise agreement. This will help you forecast whether you have sufficient cash in the
bank to cover the bills each month. All loans should have at least two identifiable sources of repayment. Your
prospective lender will look especially close at this section to determine how likely your business is to
succeed. Consider hiring a professional website designer; the time you save versus learning how to do it
yourself could be well worth it. They provide an added layer of protection for lenders. Design it with that in
mind. This is crucial information for determining whether or not your business will succeed longâ€”term. Get
impartial, knowledgeable feedback and have them confirm the basics: your management skills, familiarity
with and a strategy for your market, available funds, a balanced operation and a commercially viable product.
Get your credit score 1. Profits and losses. If you are just starting out, provide a projected balance sheet and
income statement. Sales projection. To get copies of your credit report or to correct any errors, contact the
credit reporting agencies. Their natural tendency is to be conservative. How will you get your product to
customers? You may want to contact the lender to determine which format is preferred by the lender. But most
likely, it will need to focus on a specific market segment to reach its full business potential. Also demonstrate
your commitment to these people capital and expense requirements for the next 3 years so that potential
investors get a feel for your commitment to success. It may make sense to you to get a loan to expand,
augment existing infrastructure or anything else, but it must make sense for your lender to be a part of this.
Think again. The need and the opportunity may seem good on paper, but it will all come to naught if the
execution is flawed. It gives you and the bank an idea of how much profit your company stands to make. In
this edited excerpt, the authors discuss the ABCs of getting a bank loan for your business.


